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Abstract – A simple pattern analysis method is presented
for conformal antenna arrays, considering mutual coupling effects based on the characteristic modes of isolated elements. There are many methods to analyze
the performance of conformal antenna arrays, but they
seldom provide a clear insight into the coupling mechanism. Thus, the overall characteristic modes of the conformal array are calculated from the characteristic modes
of the isolated elements and coordinate transformation,
which are different from the traditional modal analysis
for the entire array. And the radiation field of the conformal array is given. The modal coupling matrix which
depends on the structural parameters and relative pose
of conformal elements is used to characterize the mutual
coupling effect between elements and explain the coupling mechanism from the perspective of the characteristic currents. Finally, the effectiveness and efficiency
of the proposed method is verified by some numerical
examples.
Index Terms – conformal array, characteristic modes,
coordinate transformation, mutual coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Conformal antennas have been widely used in radio
communications and avionics due to their remarkable
electrical performance [1, 2]. Although a wealth of
research has been conducted on the analysis of the
electromagnetic characteristics of conformal antennas,
they rarely provide a clear insight into the coupling
mechanism. The simple and intuitive understanding of
the mutual coupling mechanism of the conformal array
antenna is helpful for further research on its radiation
performance [1].
State-of-the-art conformal array analysis methods
fall under two main categories. The first one includes
use of an approximate method that can serve as a reference for the pattern analysis of the conformal array. The
simplest technique is to apply coordinate transformation
into the classical pattern theory [3]. But it can only be
applied in the absence of mutual coupling effects. The
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diffraction ray solution based on the uniform geometrical
theory of diffraction (UTD) is often used to analyze conformal arrays on the surface of typical geometric models
[1, 4]. UTD can analyze the pattern of conformal antenna
arrays including mutual coupling, as a high-frequency
approximation method, but it has higher requirements for
antenna operating frequency. The higher the frequency
is, the more accurate the result is. In addition, there are
special analysis methods for conformal antennas, such as
cavity model analysis which is discussed in detail. The
microstrip antenna is equivalent to a 2×2 dipole array.
The relative pose of dipoles is optimized to simplify pattern analysis of the conformal antenna [5]. The other
strategy includes an accurate analysis method that can
help achieve the pattern analysis according to the electromagnetic field control equation and boundary conditions,
for example, the method of moments (MoM) is used to
model the conformal array as a whole system and analyze its radiation performance [6].
However, the methods mentioned above do not show
a clear insight into the coupling mechanism. Thus,
an analysis method to explore the coupling relationship between radiating elements has been developed.
For example, domain decomposition method combined
with generalized scattering matrix (GSM) is used to
analyze the conformal antennas performance on aircraft
[7]. Although the overall generalized scattering matrix
of an array constructed by the GSM of an isolated
radiating element can accurately characterize the electromagnetic field of the array, it requires that the minimum spheres surrounding each radiating element do
not overlap [8]. Further analysis is needed if the minimum spheres overlap [9, 10], which increases the difficulty of using this method in conformal arrays. And
the coupling matrix given in GSM can only represent
the position relationship of elements. That is, the coupling mechanism is mathematically perfect, but its physical insight is still unclear. A method of sampling
the far-field data of an isolated element to analyze the
mutual interactions between the array elements in the
far-field region is mentioned [11]; it does not present
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a clear physical insight into the coupling mechanism
either.
The theory of characteristic modes has been widely
used in antenna analysis and design lately, providing
a physical explanation for the antenna radiation mechanism [12–14]. However, these applications treat the
array or antenna as a multiport network and analyze
the entire array or antenna. Then we do a research on
the characteristic modes of a planar array; the correlation model between the electrical performance parameters of an entire array and the characteristic modes of
isolated radiating elements is established [15]. On the
basis of this solution strategy and coordinate transformation, this paper analyzes the overall characteristic modes
of conformal arrays and describes the coupling mechanism from the perspective of the characteristic currents
clearly.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the radiation pattern and modal coupling matrix of conformal
antenna arrays are analyzed based on the characteristic
modes of an isolated conformal element and coordinate
transformation. Second, the proposed method is verified
by some numerical experiments. Finally, some meaning
conclusions are given.

Fig. 1. Process of the proposed method.

II. THEORY
A. Process of the proposed method
Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the application of
the proposed method to the analysis of conformal arrays.
The process is as follows.
Firstly, the characteristic modes of the isolated radiating element are analyzed using the MoM. Secondly, the
modal coupling matrix is constructed based on the modal
current and coordinate transformation. On this basis,
the modal excitation matrix is constructed, and then the
modes are superimposed to obtain the radiation field of
the conformal array.
B. Modal excitation matrix of a conformal array
Considering a conformal array on an arbitrary surface in the coordinate system shown in Figure 2 (a), refer
to the planar array [15], under the influence of other
elements, the incident field of the nth element can be
expressed as
N

Einc
n = Edn + ∑ T nk Enk ,

(1)

k=1
k6=n

where Edn is the incident field of the nth isolated
element. Enk is the scattered field from other elements in the corresponding local coordinate system.
N defines the number of elements. And Tnk which
requires three Euler rotations is the rotation matrix of
the kth element relative to the nth element. Rotate Enk
aroundx, y and zbyαnk , βnk and χnk , respectively. The
three angles are the rotation angles of the outside nor-

mal vector of the kth element relative to the nth element,
as shown in Figure 2 (b). The coordinate transformation
process can be expressed as [16]
Tnk = T s1 (χnk ) T s2 (βnk ) T s3 (αnk ) ,
(2)
where


cos χnk sin χnk 0
T s1 (χnk ) =  − sin χnk cos χnk 0  ,
(3)
0
0
1


cos βnk 0 − sin βnk
,
1
0
T s2 (βnk ) =  0
(4)
sin βnk 0 cos βnk


1
0
0
T s3 (αnk ) =  0 cos αnk sin αnk  .
(5)
0 − sin αnk cos αnk
Refer to [15], the modal excitation coefficient of mth
mode for the nth element in a conformal array environment can be written as 

Vnm =

Z
Sn

N



Jm
n · Edn + ∑ Tnk Enk  dS,

(6)

k=1
k6=n

where Jm
n is the characteristic current of mth mode for
the nth element.
The scattered field of the kth element is [15]
L V l El
Enk = ∑ k k l ,
(7)
l=1 1 + jλk
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where Vkl , Elk and λkl are the modal excitation coefficient,
characteristic field and eigenvalue of lth mode for the kth
element, respectively.L represents the number of modes
for the kth element.
Substituting eqn (7) into (6), the modal excitation
coefficient of mth mode for the nth element in an array
environment is composed of two parts: the initial modal
excitation coefficient of the isolated element and the
modal excitation coefficient affected by other elements,
which can be further expressed as
N L V l Cml
m
(8)
Vnm = Vdn
+ ∑ ∑ k nk l ,
k=1 l=1 1 + jλk
k6=n

wherein
m
Vdn
=
ml
Cnk
m
Vdn

Z

Jm
n · Edn dS,
Z


l
=
Jm
·
T
E
nk
n
k dS,

(9)

Sn

(10)

Sn

where
is the initial modal excitation coefficient of
ml is the modal coumth mode for the nth element, and Cnk
pling coefficient between the elements.
Further, eqn (9) and (10) can be written as
m
m
=vport
(11)
Vdn
n In ,
Z
 
ml
m
l
Cnk =
Jn Z Jk dS,
(12)


11 C12 · · · C1L
Cnk
nk
nk
 C21 C22 · · · C2L 
nk 
 nk nk
(21)
Cnk =  .
.. . .
. .
.
 .
. .. 
.
M1 CM2 · · · CML
Cnk
nk
nk
where M represents the number of modes for the nth element.
In practical applications, the number of modes cannot be infinite, so the empirical truncation rule is given
by [15]

√ 
(22)
M = N0 MS ≥ 1/ 2 + n0 ,


where N0 is the number of modes
with the modal
√
significanceMS not less than 1/ 2, and a positive integer n0 depends on the required accuracy of the solution.
Further solving the implicit equation (13), the modal
excitation matrix of the array can be obtained
Λ)−1 Vd ,
V = (I−CΛ
(23)
where Iis the identity matrix.

Sn

port

where vn is the delta-gap voltage at the feeding port of
the nth element. Inm is the modal electric current at feeding port of mth mode for the nth element, details shown
in [17]. Z represents an operator that converts Jlk into
Tnk Elk [18] which has the dimension of impedance. Jlk
is the characteristic current of lth mode for the kth element. Eqn (10) shows the mutual coupling is related to
the characteristic current.
Extending eqn (8) to the conformal array, we can get
ΛV,
V = Vd + CΛ
(13)
where V, Vd , C and Λ are respectively given by the following matrix.

T
V = V1 · · · Vn · · · VN ,
(14)

T
Vd = Vd1 · · · Vdn · · · VdN ,
(15)

0 C12 · · · · · ·
C1N

.. 
 C21 0 . . . Cnk
. 


 .. . . . .
..  ,
.
.
C= .
. .
.
. 


 .

 .. Ckn . . .
0
CN−1N 
CN1 · · · · · · CNN−1
0
Λn ).
Λ = diag(Λ


and


T
Vn = Vn1 Vn2 · · · VnM ,
 1

2
M T
Vdn = Vdn
Vdn
· · · Vdn
,
!
1
,
Λ n = diag
1 + jλkl

(16)

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Fig. 2. Mutual coupling of conformal elements, (a) conformal array on an arbitrary surface, (b) position relationship of two elements.
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C. Radiation field of a conformal array
Thus, the radiation field of the conformal array on
arbitrary curved surface at R is
e− jβ R
E (R, θ , ϕ) = T (F) Λ V
,
(24)
R
where
h
i
T (F) = T1 F1 e jβ r1 •r , ... , Tn Fn e jβ rn •r , ... , TN FN e jβ rN •r ,
(25)

and


M
Fn = F1n (R, θ , ϕ) ... Fm
n (R, θ , ϕ) ... Fn (R, θ , ϕ) ,
(26)
herein β is the free-space wave number. rn is the position vector. r is the unit vector of the observation direction. Fm
n (R, θ , ϕ) is the characteristic field of mth mode
for the nth element. Tn represents the transformation
matrix between the local coordinate system (xn , yn , zn )
and the global coordinate system (x, y, z), which can be
expressed as
Tn = T s3 (γxn ) T s2 (γyn ) T s1 (γzn ) ,
(27)
s3
s2
s1
where the definition of T (γxn ) , T (γyn ) and T (γzn )
is similar to eqn (3), (4) and (5). γxn , γyn and γzn are
the angles between xn , yn , zn and x, y, z respectively, as
shown in Figure 2 (b).

Fig. 3. Geometry and dimensions of the bowtie antenna
before conformed to the surface [15].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND
VALIDATION
This section presents two numerical examples to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The
numerical results are compared with those of the MoM
[19] and the finite element method (FEM) [20].
A. Example 1
The structure of the element with the feed amplitude
of 1 V and the phase of 0 degree is shown in Figure 3. A
symmetrical 5×5 antenna array conformal on a parabolic
cylinder at 2 GHz with a spacing of 0.5λ between elements was analyzed, as shown in Figure 4 (a). λ is the
wavelength and the number of modes is M = 1. The circumferential curve equation is
z2 = −0.02(x − 0.1).
(28)
where the variable unit is m and x ≤ 0.1.
The parabolic cylinder has different circumferential
curvatures, so conformal radiating elements are not identical in the circumferential direction. Considering the
symmetry of the 5×5 array, three types of Rao–Wilton–
Glisson (RWG) basis function need to be processed, and
then extended to axial elements through rotation and
translation.
Figure 4 (b), (c) and (d) show the normalized
electric-field pattern analysis results of a 5×5 conformal array calculated by the proposed method, FEM and
MoM considering mutual coupling effects at planes φ =
0◦ , φ = 90◦ and θ = 90◦ . Observing the pattern of the

Fig. 4.
Parabolic conformal array and normalized
electric-field pattern, (a) parabolic cylindrical conformal
array, (b) φ = 0◦ cut, (c) φ = 90◦ cut, (d) θ = 90◦ cut.

three main planes, we found that the results analyzed by
the proposed method are basically the same as those of
FEM and MoM. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed method in multiple conformal elements of
different curvatures.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, the array shown in Figure 4 (a) is still used and
only the element spacing is changed. Table 1 shows
the errors of radiation fields obtained by the proposed
method, FEM and MoM. The error [15] of radiation
fields were calculated by
v
uN
u sam Ei
Eitar 2
− tar
,
(29)
ErrR = t ∑
Emax
i=1 Emax
where Nsam is the number of sample points in three main
cuts. Ei and Eitar are the electric field values obtained by
the proposed and existing methods, respectively. Emax
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Table 1: The errors of radiation fields obtained by different methods
Spacing
ErrRMoM (%)
ErrRFEM (%)
0.5λ
1.46
1.42
0.6λ
2.15
2.17
0.7λ
1.83
1.79
0.8λ
2.31
2.19

Table 3: Optimized parameters of the equivalent model
for the microstrip antenna
Xs (mm)
Ys (mm)
θt (o )
31.31
35.66
14.86

Table 2: Computation cost for the conformal arrays
(CPU: i5-6500 3.20 GHz, RAM:8.00 GB)
Size
Number
CPU Time
CPU Time
of RWG
with FEKO
with the
(sec.)
proposed
method (sec.)
9×9
1863
8.42
0.46
15×15
5175
63.77
4.94
21×21
10143
270.30
21.25
27×27
16767
815.44
97.90
tar are the maximum values of E and E tar , respecand Emax
i
i
tively.
In order to validate the efficiency of the proposed
method, according to Figure 1, the proposed method is
divided into three steps in general. Firstly, the generalized characteristic equation is solved to obtain the modal
current of the isolated radiating element by the implicitly
restarted Arnoldi method [21, 22]. The number of basis
functions is set as Ne , and the time complexity of this step
is O Ne3 . Secondly, the modal coupling matrix is constructed to derive the modal excitation
matrix, and the


time complexity of this step is O (NMNe )2 + (NM)3 .
Finally, the superposition principle is used to obtain the
radiation field of the entire conformal array, and its time
complexity is O (NM). Therefore, when the number of
array elements is N → ∞, NM Ne2 , the
 time complexity

of the entire algorithm is O (NM)3 . The time com

plexity is O (NNe )3 for the classical MoM. So, the
proposed method is more efficient than the method of
moments for electrically small-sized radiating elements
(Ne  M).
The following takes the calculation time of different sizes of array composed of bowtie antenna shown in
Figure 3 as an example to illustrate the efficiency of the
proposed method, as shown in Table 2.
B. Example 2
The ground effect is not considered in the above
example. So, we consider a more complex array. The
coaxially fed microstrip antenna is used as conformal
array elements, as shown in Figure 5 (a). The feed amplitude is 1 V, and the phase is 0◦ ; the array element works

Fig. 5. A microstrip antenna and its equivalent model,
(a) the microstrip antenna, (b) its equivalent 2×2 dipole
array model, (c) side view of the equivalent model.

at 2.4 GHz. The geometrical parameters of a microstrip
antenna are consistent with those of [5].
An equivalent method of a microstrip antenna is proposed in [5] on the basis of the cavity model method. The
microstrip antenna can be equivalent to the 2×2 electric
dipoles on the ground of a perfect electrical conductor,
as shown in Figure 5 (b) and (c).
It’s noted that the dipole in the equivalent model
adopts a strip dipole with a width of 2 mm to apply
the proposed method, which is different from [5]. The
optimized parameters of the equivalent model for a
microstrip antenna are shown in Table 3. The root-meansquare error of normalized electric-field pattern for the
abovementioned equivalent model is 0.45%. And the
normalized near-field distribution of the microstrip patch
antenna and its equivalent model are shown in Figure 6.
A 3×5 microstrip antenna array is conformal on a
cylinder with a radius of 83.33 mm, as shown in Figure
7 (a). The element spacing is 0.5λ . Then, we feed the
2×2 equivalent model with the uniform amplitude and
the number of modes is M = 6. It is clear that the results
calculated by the proposed method, MoM and FEM are
consistent on the three main planes from Figure 7 (b),
(c) and (d), which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method. The abovementioned model has a certain
deviation in the region that is far from the main lobe.
This occurs owing to the error caused by the equivalent
model of the microstrip antenna.
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related to the structural parameters of the elements and
relative pose, and presents a clear physical insight into
the coupling mechanism of conformal radiating elements from the perspective of the characteristic currents.
Finally, some examples are used to validate the proposed
method. This provides a basis for further research on the
conformal array.
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